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Evaluation Strategies
❖ Exact Match Evaluation - most popular

❖ Partial Match Evaluation

❖ Downstream Evaluation

❖ Human Evaluation
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Automated



Evaluation Metrics
❖ Precision@K, Recall@K, F1@K

➢ Most widely used metric in traditional methods

❖ Precision, Recall and F1

➢ Most popularly used in evaluating keyphrase extraction as sequence tagging

❖ Precision@O/M, Recall@O/M, F1@O/M

➢ Mostly used for evaluating keyphrase generation
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Sample Example
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Input Text - The development of a mobile manipulator imaging system for bridge crack inspection. A mobile manipulator imaging system is 
developed for the automation of bridge crack inspection. During bridge safety inspections, an eyesight inspection is made for preliminary 
evaluation and screening before a more precise inspection. The inspection for cracks is an important part of the preliminary evaluation . 
Currently, the inspectors must stand on the platform of a bridge inspection vehicle or a temporarily erected scaffolding to examine the 
underside of a bridge. However, such a procedure is risky. To help automate the bridge crack inspection process, we installed two CCD 
cameras and a four-axis manipulator system on a mobile vehicle. The parallel cameras are used to detect cracks. The manipulator system is 
equipped with binocular charge coupled devices for examining structures that may not be accessible to the eye. The system also reduces the 
danger of accidents to the human inspectors. The manipulator system consists of four arms. Balance weights are placed at the ends of arms 2 
and 4, respectively, to maintain the center of gravity during operation. Mechanically, arms 2 and 4 can revolve smoothly. Experiments indicated 
that the system could be useful for bridge crack inspections.

Gold Keyphrases (Ygold)

'mobile manipulator', 'imaging system', 'bridge crack inspection', 
'automation', 'eyesight inspection', 'ccd cameras', 'parallel cameras', 'charge 
coupled devices', 'four-axis manipulator'

Predicted Keyphrases (Ypred)

'bridge crack inspection process', 'bridge inspection vehicle', 'bridge safety 
inspections', 'bridge crack inspection', 'mobile manipulator imaging system', 
'precise inspection', 'eyesight inspection', 'four-axis manipulator system', 
'inspection', 'manipulator system'

Gold keyphrases



Precision, Recall, F1@K
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Precision, Recall, F1@K Gold Keyphrases (Ygold)

'mobile manipulator', 'imaging system', 'bridge crack inspection', 
'automation', 'eyesight inspection', 'ccd cameras', 'parallel cameras', 'charge 
coupled devices', 'four-axis manipulator'

Predicted Keyphrases (Ypred)

['bridge crack inspection process', 'bridge inspection vehicle', 'bridge safety 
inspections', 'bridge crack inspection', 'mobile manipulator imaging 
system'], 'precise inspection', 'eyesight inspection', 'four-axis manipulator 
system', 'inspection', 'manipulator system'

K = 5, Precision@5 = 1 / 5 = 0.2,  Recall@5 = 1 / 9 = 0.11,  

F1@5 = 2 * (0.2 * 0.11) / (0.2 + 0.11) = 0.14 



What should be the right @K?
❖ High variance in number of ground truth phrases

➢ often
➢ Recall@K and F1@K can then never be 1

❖ Simple solution
➢ Set K as a variable number
➢ Depends on the specific data example
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Precision, Recall, F1@M
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precision, recall, F1@M Gold Keyphrases (Ygold)

'mobile manipulator', 'imaging system', 'bridge crack inspection', 
'automation', 'eyesight inspection', 'ccd cameras', 'parallel cameras', 'charge 
coupled devices', 'four-axis manipulator'

Predicted Keyphrases (Ypred)

['bridge crack inspection process', 'bridge inspection vehicle', 'bridge safety 
inspections', 'bridge crack inspection', 'mobile manipulator imaging system', 
'precise inspection', 'eyesight inspection', 'four-axis manipulator system', 
'inspection', 'manipulator system', 'parallel cameras', 'ccd cameras', 
'balance weights', 'human inspectors']

M = No. of Predicted Keyphrases
M=15, Precision@M = 4 / 15 = 0.26,  Recall@M = 4 / 9 = 0.44,  

F1@M = 2 * (0.26 * 0.44) / (0.26 + 0.44) = 0.3268 

Yuan, X., Wang, T., Meng, R., Thaker, K., Brusilovsky, P., He, D., & Trischler, A. (2018). One size does not fit all: Generating and evaluating variable number of 
keyphrases. arXiv preprint arXiv:1810.05241.



Precision, Recall, F1@O
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precision, recall, F1@O

O = No. of Gold Keyphrases

Gold Keyphrases (Ygold)

'mobile manipulator', 'imaging system', 'bridge crack inspection', 
'automation', 'eyesight inspection', 'ccd cameras', 'parallel cameras', 'charge 
coupled devices', 'four-axis manipulator'

Yuan, X., Wang, T., Meng, R., Thaker, K., Brusilovsky, P., He, D., & Trischler, A. (2018). One size does not fit all: Generating and evaluating variable number of 
keyphrases. arXiv preprint arXiv:1810.05241.

Predicted Keyphrases (Ypred)

['bridge crack inspection process', 'bridge inspection vehicle', 'bridge safety 
inspections', 'bridge crack inspection', 'mobile manipulator imaging system', 
'precise inspection', 'eyesight inspection', 'four-axis manipulator system', 
'inspection'], 'manipulator system', 'parallel cameras', 'ccd cameras', 
'balance weights', 'human inspectors'

O = 9, Precision@O = 2 / 9 = 0.22,  Recall@O = 2 / 9 = 0.22,  

F1@O = 2 * (0.22 * 0.22) / (0.22 + 0.22) = 0.22 



Precision, Recall, F1@O
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precision, recall, F1@O

O = No. of Gold Keyphrases

Gold Keyphrases (ᴋgold)

'mobile manipulator', 'imaging system', 'bridge crack inspection', 
'automation', 'eyesight inspection', 'ccd cameras', 'parallel cameras', 'charge 
coupled devices', 'four-axis manipulator'

Yuan, X., Wang, T., Meng, R., Thaker, K., Brusilovsky, P., He, D., & Trischler, A. (2018). One size does not fit all: Generating and evaluating variable number of 
keyphrases. arXiv preprint arXiv:1810.05241.

Predicted Keyphrases (ᴋpred)

'bridge crack inspection process', 'bridge inspection vehicle', 'bridge safety 
inspections', 'bridge crack inspection', 'mobile manipulator imaging system', 
'precise inspection', 'eyesight inspection', 'four-axis manipulator system', 
'inspection', 'manipulator system', 'parallel cameras', 'ccd cameras', 
'balance weights', 'human inspectors'

O = 9, Precision@O = 2 / 9 = 0.22,  Recall@O = 2 / 9 = 0.22,  

F1@O = 2 * (0.22 * 0.22) / (0.22 + 0.22) = 0.22 

not considered



F1@M and F1@O
❖ M - no. of predicted keyphrases

❖ O - no. of ground truth keyphrases

❖ F1@M = F1@O
➢ no. of predicted keyphrases = no. of ground truth keyphrases

❖ Intuitively, @M/@O penalizes the cases where the number of predicted phrases and gold phrases 
mismatch 

❖ a model predicts many bad phrases - poor F1@M

❖ a very conservative model predicts few good phrases - poor F1@O

❖ accounts for the variable number of phrases for each document and now models can achieve the 
maximum F1 score of 1
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Precision, Recall, F1
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Gold Keyphrases (ᴋgold)

'mobile manipulator', 'imaging system', 'bridge crack inspection', 
'automation', 'eyesight inspection', 'ccd cameras', 'parallel cameras', 'charge 
coupled devices', 'four-axis manipulator'

Top 10 Extracted Keyphrases (ᴋpred)

'bridge crack inspection process', 'bridge inspection vehicle', 'bridge safety 
inspections', 'bridge crack inspection', 'mobile manipulator imaging system', 
'precise inspection', 'eyesight inspection', 'four-axis manipulator system', 
'inspection', 'manipulator system'

precision, recall, F1

Precision = 2 / 10 = 0.2,  Recall = 2 / 9 = 0.22,  

F1 = 2 * (0.2 * 0.22) / (0.2 + 0.22) = 0.20 

Gold Keyphrases

Same 
as 

F1@M

Used mainly in keyphrase extraction as sequence labeling task



Actual Matching Issues
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Gold Keyphrases (ᴋgold)

'mobile manipulator', 'imaging system', 'bridge crack inspection', 
'automation', 'eyesight inspection', 'ccd cameras', 'parallel cameras', 'charge 
coupled devices', 'four-axis manipulator'

Predicted Keyphrases (ᴋpred)

'bridge crack inspection process', 'bridge inspection vehicle', 'bridge safety 
inspections', 'bridge crack inspection', 'mobile manipulator imaging system', 
'precise inspection', 'eyesight inspection', 'four-axis manipulator system', 
'inspection', 'manipulator system', ‘parallel camera’

Actual Matching

Input Text - The development of a mobile manipulator imaging system for bridge crack inspection. A mobile manipulator imaging system is 
developed for the automation of bridge crack inspection. During bridge safety inspections, an eyesight inspection is made for preliminary 
evaluation and screening before a more precise inspection. The inspection for cracks is an important part of the preliminary evaluation . 
Currently, the inspectors must stand on the platform of a bridge inspection vehicle or a temporarily erected scaffolding to examine the 
underside of a bridge. However, such a procedure is risky. To help automate the bridge crack inspection process, we installed two CCD 
cameras and a four-axis manipulator system on a mobile vehicle. The parallel cameras are used to detect cracks. The manipulator system is 
equipped with binocular charge coupled devices for examining structures that may not be accessible to the eye. The system also reduces the 
danger of accidents to the human inspectors. The manipulator system consists of four arms. Balance weights are placed at the ends of arms 2 
and 4, respectively, to maintain the center of gravity during operation. Mechanically, arms 2 and 4 can revolve smoothly. Experiments indicated 
that the system could be useful for bridge crack inspections.

semantic variations overlapping phrases morphological variants
Stemming



Partial Matching
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INCLUDE  - extracted keyphrase includes the gold keyphrase 

PARTOF - extracted keyphrase is a part of gold keyphrase

MORPH - extracted and gold keyphrases are morphological variants 

Zesch, T., & Gurevych, I. (2009, September). Approximate matching for evaluating keyphrase extraction. In Proceedings of the International Conference 
RANLP-2009 (pp. 484-489).

Gold Keyphrases (ᴋgold)

'mobile manipulator', 'imaging system', 'bridge crack inspection', 
'automation', 'eyesight inspection', 'ccd cameras', 'parallel cameras', 'charge 
coupled devices', 'four-axis manipulator'

Predicted Keyphrases (ᴋpred)

'bridge crack inspection process', 'bridge inspection vehicle', 'bridge safety 
inspections', 'bridge crack inspection', 'mobile manipulator imaging system', 
'precise inspection', 'eyesight inspection', 'four-axis manipulator system', 
'inspection', 'manipulator system', ‘parallel camera’

semantic variations overlapping phrases morphological variants



R-precision
❖ Precision when the number of predicted keyphrases equals the number of 

gold keyphrases
❖ Puts focus on the top keyphrases predicted by the system
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Zesch, T., & Gurevych, I. (2009, September). Approximate matching for evaluating keyphrase extraction. In Proceedings of the International Conference 
RANLP-2009 (pp. 484-489).



Other Evaluation Metrics
● Information Retrieval Metrics

○ Mean Average Precision (Jiang et al.)
○ Mean Reciprocal Rank (Liu et al.)
○ Binary Preference Measure (Liu et al.)

● Summarization Metrics
○ BLEU, METEOR, NIST, ROUGE (Kim et al.)

■ Useful for handling near-misses
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Jiang, X., Hu, Y., & Li, H. (2009, July). A ranking approach to keyphrase extraction. In Proceedings of the 32nd international ACM SIGIR conference on Research 
and development in information retrieval (pp. 756-757).
Kim, S. N., Baldwin, T., & Kan, M. Y. (2010, August). Evaluating n-gram based evaluation metrics for automatic keyphrase extraction. In Proceedings of the 23rd 
International Conference on Computational Linguistics (Coling 2010) (pp. 572-580).
Liu, Z., Huang, W., Zheng, Y., & Sun, M. (2010, October). Automatic keyphrase extraction via topic decomposition. In Proceedings of the 2010 conference on 
empirical methods in natural language processing (pp. 366-376).



Evaluation Errors
❖ Overgeneration errors
❖ Infrequency errors
❖ Redundancy errors
❖ Evaluation errors

16Hasan, K. S., & Ng, V. (2014, June). Automatic keyphrase extraction: A survey of the state of the art. In Proceedings of the 52nd Annual Meeting of the 
Association for Computational Linguistics (Volume 1: Long Papers) (pp. 1262-1273).



Datasets

Scientific 
Documents

News 
Documents

Web
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Annotation Process

Author 
Assigned

Reader 
Assigned

Professional Indexer or 
Editor Assigned
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Annotation Guidelines
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Sterckx, L., Demeester, T., Deleu, J., & Develder, C. (2018). Creation and evaluation of large keyphrase extraction collections with multiple opinions. 
Language Resources and Evaluation, 52(2), 503-532.



Inter-annotator Agreements
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Sterckx, L., Demeester, T., Deleu, J., & Develder, C. (2018). Creation and evaluation of large keyphrase extraction collections with multiple opinions. 
Language Resources and Evaluation, 52(2), 503-532.



Inter-annotator Agreements
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Inter-annotator agreement between the student 
annotator and the expert annotator, measured with 
Cohen’s Kappa [1].

The agreements between pairs of expert judges at 
different annotation depth. Exact and Unigram show 
the percentage of judge agreement on exact 
keyphrases and overlapped unigrams [2].

[2] Xiong, L., Hu, C., Xiong, C., Campos, D., & Overwijk, A. (2019). Open domain web 
keyphrase extraction beyond language modeling. arXiv preprint arXiv:1911.02671.

[1] Augenstein, I., Das, M., Riedel, S., Vikraman, L., & McCallum, A. (2017). Semeval 2017 
task 10: Scienceie-extracting keyphrases and relations from scientific publications. arXiv 
preprint arXiv:1704.02853.



Data Annotation Challenges
❖ Annotation guidelines are problem and domain dependent
❖ No standard guidelines

Author Assigned Reader Assigned Indexer/Editor Assigned

● Subjective

● Intent bias

● Abstractive

● Exhaustive

● Subjective

● Lack of expertise

● Extractive

● Specific

● Low agreement

● Subjective

● Controlled

● Depends on thesaurus 
quality and the 
controlled vocabulary
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Popular Benchmarks in Scientific Domain

Annotator No. of Docs Avg. Length
(in words)

Avg. # of
Keyphrases

Inspec I Train - 1,000 
Dev - 500 
Test - 500

134.6 9.8

KDD A Test - 755 190.7 4.1

WWW A Test - 1,330 163.5 4.8

KP20K A Train - 527,090 
Dev - 50,000 
Test - 50,000

176 5.3

OAGKx A 23 million 175.1 5.9

SemEval
2017

I + R Train - 350, 
Dev - 50, 
Test - 100

NA NA

Annotator No. of Docs Avg. Length
(in words)

Avg. # of
Keyphrases

CSTR A Train - 130
Test - 500

11,501.4 5.4

NUS A + R  Test - 211 8398.3 11

PubMed A Test - 1320 5322.9 5.4

ACM A Test - 2304 9197.6 5.3

CiteULike R  Test - 182 8589.7 5.4

SemEval 
2010

A + R Train - 144
Test - 100

7961.2 14.7

Abstracts Full Texts

Sources: 1. https://github.com/boudinfl/ake-datasets 2. https://huggingface.co/midasA - Author assigned, R - Reader assigned, I - Professional indexer assigned
23

https://github.com/boudinfl/ake-datasets
https://huggingface.co/midas


Popular Benchmarks in News and Web Domains

Annotator No. of Docs Avg. Length
(in words)

Avg. # of
Keyphrases

KPTimes E Train - 259,923
Dev - 10,000
Test - 20,000

921 5

DUC-2001 R Test - 308 847.2 8.1

500N-
KPCrowd 

R Train - 450
Test - 50

465.3 46.2

110-PT-BN-KP 
(Portuguese)

R Train - 100 
Test - 10

439.4 27.6

Wikinews-
Keyphrase

(French)

R Test - 100 313.6 9.7

Sources: 1. https://github.com/boudinfl/ake-datasets 2. https://huggingface.co/midasA - Author assigned, R - Reader assigned, E - Professional editor assigned

❖ OpenKP - consists of documents from web indexed by 
the BING search engine. 

➢ Train - 134,894
➢ Dev - 6,616
➢ Test - 6,614
➢ Reader assigned keyphrases
➢ Avg. Length - 900.4
➢ Avg. # of Keyphrases - 1.8
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https://github.com/boudinfl/ake-datasets
https://huggingface.co/midas


Dataset Challenges
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❖ Language coverage

❖ Domain coverage

❖ Lack of large dataset on long documents

❖ Dataset for performing keyphrase extraction in the wild



LDKP - A Dataset of Long Documents
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Debanjan Mahata, Naveen Agarwal, Dibya Gautam, Amardeep Kumar, Swapnil Parekh, Yaman Kumar Singla, Anish Acharya, Rajiv Ratn Shah.  LDKP: A Dataset for 
Identifying Keyphrases from Long Scientific Documents. https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.15349

KP20k

OAGKx
81.1M English-language academic 
papers



LDKP - A Dataset of Long Documents
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Data Stats Metadata

Debanjan Mahata, Naveen Agarwal, Dibya Gautam, Amardeep Kumar, Swapnil Parekh, Yaman Kumar Singla, Anish Acharya, Rajiv Ratn Shah.  LDKP: A Dataset for 
Identifying Keyphrases from Long Scientific Documents. https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.15349



LDKP - A Dataset of Long Documents
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LDKP3k LDKP10k

Debanjan Mahata, Naveen Agarwal, Dibya Gautam, Amardeep Kumar, Swapnil Parekh, Yaman Kumar Singla, Anish Acharya, Rajiv Ratn Shah.  LDKP: A Dataset for 
Identifying Keyphrases from Long Scientific Documents. https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.15349



Data Resources
https://huggingface.co/midas
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https://huggingface.co/midas


Data Resources
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BIO Tagged Data for Keyphrase Extraction
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Present and Absent Keyphrases for Keyphrase 
Generation
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Part I - Outline

● Introduction to keyphrasification

○ Definitions and applications

● Datasets and evaluations

● Traditional methods for keyphrase extraction (Florian)

● Hands-on practice with PKE
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